The terrorist attack on the satirical French magazine, Charlie Hebdo, at the beginning of this year, intensified the unremitting debate over the right to freedom of speech and expression, as well as its limitations. Nonetheless, it was almost unanimously agreed that the human right to express personal beliefs, regardless of the fact that they could be in deep disagreement with or even insulting towards the values of certain individuals, groups, or worldviews, should be defended and promoted by the whole human community. It goes without saying that the role of intellectuals and, especially, that of the academia, in promoting tolerance, diversity, and dialogue is essential. However, this does not seem to have been one of the criteria on which the Swedish Academy based its choices, over the past years, for the awarding of the Noble Prize in Literature. Focusing on the literary contributions of Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Ismail Kadare, two repeated nominees for the Noble Prize, this paper will attempt to shed light on the reasons why these two "heroes" of free speech and representation have not been awarded the prestigious prize.
concluded to be a direct attack on the West and on what it signifies. This is obvious in Washington Post's headline of the time, "Charlie Hebdo stands solidly for free expression.
The West must do not less." Written by the editorial board of the newspaper, in this article, it was maintained that "media in democratic nations must also consciously commit themselves to rejecting intimidation by Islamic extremists or any other movement that seeks to stifle free speech through violence" (2015) .
Beyond the Islamophobic nuances, the debatable suggestion that freedom of expression is exclusively a western value, the Orientalism-rooted stereotyping of Muslims, and the indirect marginalizing approach to the non-western communities in the First World incorporated in this article, the Washington Post editorial succeeds to emphasize the importance of the right to freedom of speech and expression, both on a national and international basis. It also sheds light on the prevalent intellectual and mediatic approach that defends the human right to express personal beliefs, regardless of the fact that they could be in deep disagreement with or even insulting towards the values of certain individuals, groups and communities, or worldviews. It goes without saying that the role of intellectuals and especially that of the academia in promoting freedom of expression is essential. It is mainly through the contribution of intellectuals that the achievement of tolerance-based and diversityrespecting coexistence could be possible. In the article, it is also suggested that freedom of speech should be non-discriminatively defended and promoted, as an essential right of being human in a world that aspires democracy.
However, the defending and promotion of freethinking and freedom of expression under all circumstances without any discrimination, as suggested and presumably implied by the vast majority of massmediatic but also academic informative means of communication in Europe and Overseas, does not seem to apply to the Swedish Academy. The awarding of the Noble Prize in Literature, over the past few years, suggests different selection criteria. This is suggested in their lack of appreciation for Kenyan writer and intellectual Ngugi wa Thiong'o and the Albanian one, Ismail Kadare. The literary contributions of these two repeated nominees for the Noble Prize remain unacknowledged by the Swedish academic community, although they are widely accepted as 'heroes' of freethinking, free speech, and, above all, realistic representation.
The news that Ngugi or Kadare's respective literary struggles would be finally officially recognized and rewarded by the Nobel Committee has been expected for the past few years. This assumption was supported even by the discussions preceding the announcements of the annual winners of the prestigious prize that pointed to both Ngugi and Kadare as shortlisted candidates. However, this was not the case. In 2013, for instance, the Nobel was awarded to the Canadian writer Alice Munro, as a "master of the contemporary short story," (Nobel Media AB, 2013) whereas in 2014, it went to Patrick Modiano "for the art of memory with which he has evoked the most ungraspable human destinies and uncovered the life-world of the occupation," (Nobel Media AB, 2014 Similarly, if the honor had been awarded to Kadare, he would be the second writer from (Euro/non-European) Balkan, after Bosnian Ivo Andrich, to receive the prize. Geographies have nothing to do with talent and idealism, which are launched as the main criteria on which the Nobel is based and, at the same time, imply pure commitment to free intellectualism as well as its unconditioned but also stylish expression. However, these numbers could be shown as evidence for G. Ch. Spivak's rightfulness, when she implies the lack of scholarly support for the literary contributions produced by representatives or members of marginalized communities (Spivak, 1993, p. 3-4) . This does not mean that any undeserved recognition should be rendered to anyone just because s/he belongs to an othered community, in an attempt to 'soothe the primitive' or just to make justice for the robbed dignified existence.
Discrimination remains the same even when it is nurtured with good intention. However, the negation of deserved recognition, a tradition rooted in a biased understanding, is similarly unfair.
The recipient of ten Honorary Doctorates, Ngugi wa Thiong'o is a many-sided intellectual (Chandler, 2014) . His fictional works shed light on the encounter of his people with British colonialism, the atrocities of British colonization, the struggle for decolonization, the corruption of independent Kenya and its neo-colonial situation respectively in The River Between (1965) postcolonial Africa that one realizes how right V. S. Naipaul was when he declared that "facts can be realigned, but fiction never lies," (Naipaul, 1981, p. 67) . polemical decision to write in his first language, Gikuyu (Tsegai, 2010) .
Obviously, the article does not demand the honoring of Ngugi with the Nobel just because his childhood passed under the odious colonial rule, neither for being a member of an ill-treated community. On the contrary, the article pinpoints Ngugi's determination to enlighten audiences through loyal representation. Besides his well-known talent, it emphasizes that Ngugi's writing was so effective and so reflective of the truth in his country that the corrupted political elite, frightened by him, attempted to silence the writer. That is, Ngugi was detained without a trial for several months, his loved ones were violated, and he went in exile to escape his planned assassination, (Ngugi, 1989, p. 204) However, Sabolik (2013) maintains that she wants to nominate the Albanian writer for the Nobel Prize in Literature, although she is aware of all his 'sins' and privileges during the dictatorial regime in Albania. In spite of these, the Macedonian scholar admits that Kadare's life under the communist regime was not easy. As previously noted, several of his books were banned, while his family and he remained under frequent surveillance, fearing for their life (Kadare H, 2011, p. 420 The Accident, the obvious antagonist is the ideological assault the 'swallowing' of Western values had on Albania. In the name of freedom, the unquestionable acceptance has demolished the moral core of post-communist Albania (Sabolik, 2013) . In Sabolik's perception, as the critical review of James Wood in The New Yorker shows, it is precisely this attitude that has impeded Kadare from receiving the deserved honor of the Nobel Prize for Instead, he chose to comment on things that are uncomfortable, for him as much as for us; that raise questions rather than answer them; that have no resolution in the present, and maybe none in the future. This is idealism. And this is why he should win the 2013 Nobel Prize in Literature. (Sabolik, 2013) This approach, besides showing that Kadare, like Ngugi, is an idealist, also points out that both of them -Ngugi and Kadare-might be negated the honor of the Nobel Prize precisely because their idealism, was not the "right kind of idealism." That is, theirs is not an To conclude, the terrorist attack on Charlie Hebdo, like preceding fateful events of this kind did, demonstrated that the struggle to obtain and maintain freedom to expression as a basic human right is as mandatory as ever before. Not only the awful act undertaken towards the magazine, but also the succeeding media statements which defined freedom to expression to belong exclusively to the western world, point to this. Nonetheless, the assumption that only westerners respect free speech does not only imply the lack of unconditioned freedom to expression for all; at the same time, it sheds light on an exclusively western tendency to pay attention, defend and promote free speech selectively. This becomes more apparent when a deaf ear is turned to the intellectual contributions of the marginal non-western. Despite their talent and idealism, mostly obvious in the uncorrupted representation of troubled political, social and cultural situations in their respective countries and regions, Kadare and Ngugi's literary contributions have not been honored with the Nobel. In addition, Ngugi and Kadare's loyalty to the most essential principles of intellectual independence -freethinking and its unreserved manifestation-is expected to add to their merits and exceptional dedication; on the contrary, this seems to be the very obstacle between the two authors and the Nobel Prize.
Ngugi and Kadare apparently hold the wrong type of idealism and vociferously defend it.
Next year, Ngugi and Kadare will probably be again among the nominees and the most pronounced candidates for the Nobel. Not considering whether any of them will ever be awarded the Nobel, or they both, like Tolstoy and Achebe, will pass away with no appreciation on the Swedish academics' behalf, it is good to know that in the world there are still intellectuals who think outside the box: some "mad, bad, and dangerous freethinkers" (Davies, 2014, p. 229 ) who will disturb and contribute to the amelioration of the status quo.
